DUAL DATA DRIVEN SIMCA AS A ONE-CLASS CLASSIFIER
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SIMCA, the method of soft independent modeling of class analogy, was proposed about

40 years ago [1]. This approach is a natural extension of a well-known method of principal
component analysis (PCA). The main SIMCA function is qualitative data analysis that can be
formulated as following. Let us consider a class of objects X (substance, materials, products). A
set of analytical measurements (spectra, chromatograms, etc.) represents the class of objects
accounting for a possible variability. Suppose we have a new object y, for which we have to
decide whether y belongs to class X, or not. An example of such a problem is the recognition of
counterfeit drugs [2]. SIMCA has been revised repeatedly [3-6]. Today this method is very
popular in analytical chemistry (chemometrics), but almost unknown outside. SIMCA provides a
unique opportunity to make classification accounting both for the Type-I error α (false rejection)
and the Type-II error β (false acceptance), however this is used extremely rare. The SIMCA
theoretical base is thoroughly developed, but most of the analytical studies contain gross errors,
which are repeated from publication to publication.
The presentation is going to bridge the gap and to provide a general SIMCA concept as a
data driven method. The following items will be considered
• How PCA relates to SIMCA
• The distance measures in use: score distance, orthogonal distance, total distance
• What statistics are used in SIMCA and how this statistics are distributed
• How to make the decision at a given the Type I error α
• How to calculate the Type II error β
Presentation is illustrated with simple examples.
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